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CHAPTER I 
PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERHS USED 
For the past ten years, the eyes: and ears ·of the 
music educator and teacher have been focused on the problems 
brought about by the small number of children studying violin 
and the other string instruments in our snhools. Not only 
has} there been a Iack in numbers., but a higher 11drop.:out11 
rate has~ been recorded' for the string instruments when coni.:. 
pared to the number of "drop~outsu for instruments other 
than string. 
From every quarter, there has:: been a continual bom-
bardment of criticism, lectures, clinics, thes:es, books, 
methods:, and articles:: in periodicals on this s:u.bj ect . Thes:e 
means 1-rere suqcessful in making a disminct impression on the 
minds · of many music educators and teachers; perhaps because 
of their inability to withstand the continuou$ bombardment 
of repetition-~ 
Much haffi been done to make the string problem less 
critical , but s:o many s'olutions have been offered that even 
the most sincere and conscientious· music educator is faced 
with much trial and error before arriving at a s:olution to 
his problem. 
The physical development of the l eft hand and v~ist , 
as. a factor to: be considered in selecting children for the 
2 
study of violin, vras · the main consideration of this · study. 
It is an area here-to~fore relatively untouched in the 
selection of violin students. Although it is assumed, and 
rightly so, that a correct left hand position is necessary 
for good violin playing, no consideration has.~ been given to 
this factor-~ An ansvrer is needed to the question, "~Ihy do 
some children assLune the correct left hand position for 
holding the violin while other children are unable to assume 
the correct left hand position?" This study was concerned 
vli th the physical development of the left hand and virist as : 
it relates to the playing of the violin~ 
I • THE PROBLEl-1 
Statement of the problem. It vras the purpose of this 
study to (1) determine certain physiological justifications 
which relate to the development of the left hand and '\·Trist 
in the selection of violin students; and (2) determine the 
effect and extent crf flexion and extension of the left hand, 
as rerated to violin playing, among selected children 
beh1een t he ages of eight and twelve. 
Significance Q! .:!ill& study. ~he "awkvrard" left hand 
pos:i tion observed in many children playing vlolin p-resents 
a definite handicap to the . child and greatly:- endangers the 
opportunity for success on the instrumenf~. This position is 
3 
not an uncommon sight and violin instructors 'rlll agree that 
a large number of 11drop:outs" poss:es:s this. problem af' posf:.:. 
tion. Competency on the violin i~ almost impossible for the 
s=tudemt vri th the 11avrkward u position. 
This study shouid bring about the consideration of 
physical readiness as: an additional factor in the selection 
of children for the study of violin. The additional means 
of selection should bring about (1) protection for the 
physically unprepared child from an unsucce,ssful experience 
in music; (21 success by more children on the instrument; 
(3) an excellent stimulus for the selection of violin by 
more children on the basis of the success of many other 
children; (4) a reduction in the number of 11drop-outs 11 
caused by the 11avrkward" left hand position; (5) a greaiter 
interest in orchestras and orchestral music by our youth; 
and (6) more effective results for the teacher, vrho- would 
be working with children physically prepared t~pursue the 
study of this very difficult instrumenf~ The overall result 
should be another step toward the development of a bigger 
and better orchestra program in our schools and an increas:e 
in the number of competent violinists graduating from our 
high schools. 
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II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
11Awkv1ard u lef't hand position. 11Awkvrard 11 in this study 
re:rers to- the type o-f incorrect hand position in which (1) 
the heel of the hand is · brought up against the underside of 
the violin neck; (2) the fingers are held low;_ the back of 
the hand is.~ at an approximate f'orty::ri ve degree angle to the 
'\vrist; and (3) the fingers· are not in position to drop from 
directly above the fingerboard to the string:-on the finger-
tips·; the fingers are moved horiz-ontally and pressed on the 
s-trings . 'vi th the f'irst joint s:ection of' the fingers. 
Flexion. This term should be interpreted to mean 
bending or f'lexing the hand tow:ard the wrist. 
Ext'ension. Extension should be interpreted to mean 
the extending oi' the hand away ( back\vard) from the wrist. 
Flexion and extension are used as · an integral part 
of the experiment for the purpos·e of measuring the strength 
of the left hand and wrist muscles. The use of these two 
joint movements :ror the purpose of measurement does not 
imply it is the only method pos:s:ible f'or measurements of' 
this~ type-~ 
~eriment. The term experiment was used in this 
report to describe and include accumulated inf'ormation of' 
children participating by (1) age; (2) S:'ex; (3) grade; (4) 
height; ( 5) w.eight; and ( 6) the amount of flexion a.nd ex-
tens:ion of the left hand and· l.·rrist . 
III. TIELIMITATIONS 
A problem vrlth as many facets as the one considered 
necessitated limitations in scope for this study. 
The greates't restriction toward including a larger 
number of tests in this report w:as pres.ented by those 1.-rho 
might benefit most from it, the violin teachers~ Although 
many teacher~were very enthusiastia; and helpful, hoping 
the project might contribute to-, a bett:er violin program, 
others-; 1.-Tould not permit the testing~ Some of the latter 
felt the testing would be a reflection on their teaching or 
on their teaching methods~ 
5 
IDeli1nitations. The experimental portion of this 
s,tudy was limited to (1) one hundred fifty boyso. and girls 
between the ages of eight and twelve; (2) children from five 
different s:chools:~ in the Greater Boston area; (3) only.· the 
strength measurement of the left hand and vrrist by means: 
of' a tension sa:ale; (4) students having s,tarted in first 
position or not having played violin before the test; (5) 
children with no obvious physical defects:; and (6) children 
not ih s.pecial or rat:arded classes -~ 
The experiment and research did not attempt to 
establish beyond doubt the truth of the expressed idea, but 
did attempt to present sufficient evidence. to 1-rarrant con-
sideration of this particular physiological factor in t he 
selection of students for the study of violin. 
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CHAPTER II 
TEST EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Before test e~quipment could be aecid'ed upon, it was: 
necessary to~ consider the different methods · for gathering 
information related to the physical development of the left 
hand and vrrisf~, ObYiously, the processes· used by medical 
authorities:, vtere not available-~ Medical processes -vmuld re-
quire · the us:e .oi' a trained medical staff~ 
After much investigation and consideration, t h e de-
cision '\liaS made to e~mploy the measurement of strength to de-
termine the physiolCigical aspect of the study~ Once t he 
method for measurememt was decided upon, a testing device 
was built. 
T. TES1f EQUIPJ.1ENT 
Specifications~ A precision certified "Chatillon" 
four pound instrument s·cale w'as used to measure the p-ounds 
of tension exerted by the hand and wrist muscles-~ A leath-
er hand harness was attached to one end of the scale by 
means of a steel ring-~ The opposite end of the scale:c '\lias 
attached to::. an adju~~table metal rod (one.:.half inch in di.:. 
ameter) by means of a steel ring~ The adjustable metal rod 
was inserted ihto a lar ger tube and vras held at the correct 
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height.: by means: of a fly:bol t-~ The larger tube 1-tas plae.ed 
through a one inch· piece of wood, eight inches long, and all 
parts vrere attached- tO' a pieca of 2 11x4" piece of wood sixty 
inches high~ To prevent the adjustable rod from bending un: 
der the for~qard pull of the pers.nn being tested, a s·eries~ of 
s,t 'eel eye screvrs w.exe attache({! to the main part of the stand 
( 2 11xll-'1) at six inch intervals and wexe adjusted to be per-
fectly level at all heights~ Attached to the vertical 2"x4n 
piece of vmod was a base consisting of two cross members of 
2"x4"x24" wood~. Braces of 3/4'1x2ttx7", mitered at 45 degree 
angles, were used to re-.:.inforc:e the base to the upright-~. To 
prevent movement of the test stand while in use, three 50 
pound weights w.ere placed on the_ back cross member of the 
base. 
A sixty:two- inch measuring tape (stapled to the side 
of the upright test stand) was· used to obtain the height 
data oi' each child. 
The weight of each child was obtained from a non-
spring scale. 
ll. TEST PROCEDURE 
The following procedure '\oTas u~red for testing: 
i~ The te·st equipment was p]aced in a designated 
room. 
2. Groups of children (from three to ten) wexe 
4. 
called to the testing room. 
A brief and simple explanation of the procedure 
was given to the children~ 
Three children wera called at a time and given 
places near the te·st equipment. 
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A data card was filled out fo-r e:ach child. Fig-
ure 1 shmvs that information which could be 
obtained from the child by questioning was: (1) 
name; (2) age; (3) grade; (~) length of instruc-
tion by years and months, if any; and ( 5) type 
o~ instruction. Information to be obtained by 
measurement, o-r testing was: (1) weight; (2) 
height; (3) flexion; and (4) extension. 
NAME: ________ .AGE:_YEARS GRADE:_ 
SEX:_WEIGHT:_LBS. HEIGHT: INS. 
SCHOOL: _______ CI:TY:: ________ _ 
DATE: ____________ __ 
_ YEARS ___ M. ONTHS OF VIOLIN INSTRUCTION 
TYPE OF INSTRUCTION: CLASS: PRIV._S. PRI V._ 
TEST: -
1. FLEXION:_LBS. TENSr-ON 2-~ _LBS. TENSI ON 
1. EXTENSTON :_LBS. TENSION 2~ _LBS. TENSION 
FIGURE I 
DATA CARID 
6-~ The '\veight and height measurements were made of_. 
each child and the data recorded in the appro-
priate: spaces on the data card. 
t~ A demonstration was : given to shovr the corre~ct 
method of taking the flexion and extension tests. 
8~ Each child was brought in turn to the test stand 
and tested~ The first and second tests '\'lere 
used to measure the strength oi' the muscles, 
tendons, and Iig_aments affecting the flexion 
of the left hand. Tes.t~ three and four we-re 
used to measure the strength of the muscles · 
tendons, . anp. ligaments affecting the extension 
crf the hand. The. informati.bn for each test was 
recorded, as compJLeted,~ . on the data card under 
the appropriate heading. 
CHAPTER :FII 
PILOT STUDY AND TESTS 
I. PILOT STUDY 
Aims of the Pilot Study. Before any extensive test.:. 
ing vias undertaken, a pilot study was: made of eighteen stu-: 
dents~ The study was used to determine: (1) the effective-
nes:s; of the equipment to obtain th~ d=esired data, (2) the· 
be:st procedure for tes"ting, and' (3) problems ~ which might 
aris-e during the: testing that were-_ not anticipated. 
Results; of jillg Pilot Study. The equipment withstood 
the tests and proved efficient for the. testing~ Tv10 changes 
in the procedure vrere found nece-ssary as-, a result of the: 
study; (1) it was found desireable to have each child take 
a trial test before record~ng th~ data, because of an un~ 
certainty on the part of most children during the initial 
test; (2) a decision was made t<r:have each child take· each 
part of the test twice, r :ecording the d'ata for each test on 
the data card~ Originally the study called for only one 
tesot for ''Fled.on" and~ ona· test for "Extension, u but as part 
of the pilot study each child was tested a second and third 
time. 'Variation was noted between the first and s:-econd test 
r.ead1.ngs in eight of' the eighteen ehildren tested~ Wle third 
test show·ed no change from tests one or two~ The : d:ata eardis 
12 
were changed to allow for the recording of two tests instead 
of one. 
An additional disclosure was the tendency on the part 
of the children to move their arm once they had reached the 
maximum amount of ttFlexion" or "Extension" of the wrist and 
hand. The movement of the arm changed the test reading con-
siderably. To prevent the extraneous movement from afTect-
ing the test results, it was necessary for the tester to-
place his left hand around the left elbow of the child being 
te:sted and his right hand around the arm (just below the 
wrist) of the child. By this means it was possible to- feel 
any movement or tension of the arm during the test~ 
The time devoted to the pilot study '\vas most valuable 
in preparing the final form and procedure for the experiment~ 
It enabled the tester to run the experiment much more smooth.;. 
ly and-.anticipate the reaction of students to the tests~ 
More accurate data has been gathered as a result of the 
pilot study. 
IT. TESTS 
Test for~ measurement of "Flexion." 
1~ Pupil assumed position on the right side of the 
test stand, left arm and hand raised in a 
straight line vTith the testing stand and body. 
Base of the left hand level to the pupil's 
shoulder~ Body turned at a 45 degree-angle 
to the vertical stand. 
2. 
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Hand harnes~s': was attached to the J:rJluckles: of the 
hand. 
Scale and hand harness- adjusted to the correct 
height on the stand~ Rod adjusted so the 
instrument s-cale was level horizontally from 
the knuckles : of the hand to the stand. 
Distance from the stand varied for each pupil, 
but the distance was such as to maintain an 
initial tension of' one::.half pound on the scale-~ 
This · initial tension excluded the possibility 
of slack on the scale and insured __ the proper 
horizontal alignment of the scale. 
A trial flexion of the hand toward· the vli'ist ·was 
allowed the pupil-~ . No data vrere recorded. 
The proper alignment was once again made ~d the 
pupil asked to flexthe hand once again. The 
tension indicated on the instrument scale was 
placed O!l the data card beside number 1 of 
uFlexion. n 
The procedure for step number six '\vas repeated 
and the re-sults placed beside the number 2' of 
''Flexion~ n 
Test for the: measurement of "Extension." 
1. Pupil assumed position on the left side of the 
test stand·, left arm and hand raised in a 
straight line with the testing stand and body. 
Base of the lert hand level to the pupil's 
shoulder. Body turned at a 45 degree angle to 
the vertical stand. 
2. Hand harness- was· attached to the knuckles of the 
hand-~ 
3~ Scale and hand harnes_!i): adjusted to the correct 
height on tha· stand. Rod adjusted SO' that th~ 
instrument scale was level horizontally from 
the knuckles of the pupil 1 s hand trr the stand. 
4-~ Distance from the stand varied for each pupil, 
but the distance was such as to maintain an 
initial tension of one::.half pound on the scale~ 
5. A trial backward extension of the hand was 
allowed the pupil. 
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6~ The proper alignment vras once again made and the 
pupil asked to stretch the hand backward. The 
tension indicated on the instrument scale v1as 
placed on the data card beside the number 1 of 
"Extension." 
7~ The procedure for step number six was repeated 
and the results placed beside the number 2 of 
ttExtension." 
CHAPTER JI:V 
REVIEW OF RELATED MATERIALS 
The challenge pre~ented the music educator ~ox action 
against the string problem was loud and strong~ What was to 
be done? The problem had to~ be made known and then it had to 
be repeated and repeated from all sources: until a concerted 
ef~ort could be made by all those concerned-~ The need ~or 
action against the string problem vlas emphasized~ Among 
professional music circles Fabian Sevitsky protested vigor~ 
ously against the trend of past years which resulted in a 
smaller number o~ violinists being develop:ed by our high 
schools:~ He held a dim fUture ~or tha presentation o:r the 
beautifUl repetoire o~ orchestral music unless more o~ the 
youth was recruited to · study and learn the string instru~ 
ments~~the backbone of the orchestra. (9:1~15) 
Action was taken to help solve the problem~ In our 
universities:: and colleges of music, courses o~ study in 
Music Education vrere changed to-· include more and better 
• 
preparation o~ teachers for the string instrumental field. 
l~any universities ·. offered full-tuition scholarships to com~ 
petent string students~ Violin teachers wrote new methods 
to make violin study more attractive and competitive with 
band methods~ Research vTas started to help isolate indi~ 
vidual causes for the.: string problem~ Music magazines de~ 
16 
voted srmce: regularly to articles on the subject~ Clinics 
were established to pre&ent corrective measures and new ma~ 
terials~ Finally, the National Music Educators Conference 
established a 11String Instruction Commi ttee 11 to investigate 
the problem and pres-ent specific suggestions for improve:. 
ments~ The problem had become lmmm to all~ 
Music- Educators National Conference Reports-~. (19) In 
1957, reportsprepared by the "String Instruction Committee" 
were published by the Music Educators: National Conference-~ 
The reports were divided into ten specific areas. 
I. The S.tring ]ns±rumental Pro-gram in Music Ed-
ucation. 
II. Bibliography for String Teachers. 
III. String Teachers and Music Dealer Relations and 
Problems~ 
IV. Recruiting Strings In the Schools. 
v. Interesting s:tring Jl1aj ors in Music Education. 
vf~ Why Have A String P:rogram? 
VII. The Selection and Care of a String Instrument'~ 
VIII. Basic Principles · of Double Bass:: Playing~ 
IX. Basic Principles of Cello Playing. 
X~ Basic Principles of Violin P'laying. 
These reports were extremely good, but made no mention 
of the area concerned by this study-~that of physical de~ 
17 
velopment~ Mention of physical factors were made on page 5, 
of Report I, but only as they relate to emotions, and sensi-
tivity to rhythms~ (19:5) Page 14 of this repo-rt gives the 
correct position for use of the right and left hands and 
arms in violin playing. , The correct left hand position is 
pres:ented as fo-J .. lovrs :· 
The basic principle for all the string instruments is 
the same; namely the thumb provides.· the opposing press-
ure by the fingers on the fingerboard. Well-arched 
fingers are necessary with the tips covering the string 
and pressing firmly.. The knuckles: are approximately in 
line with the fingerboard and_ the fingers are p·oised 
above and close to the string. (19:14) 
The correct position (quite different from the "awkward'' 
po·si tion) is that which has been accepted as stancrard for 
" • 
many years., Even the old master, Leopold Auer, presented 
the statement of tha correct position in much the same 
manner many years ago~ (2:'31~35) Page ten crl' Report I 
brought out an interesting statement, "It will be o-bserved 
that some players play their respective instruments with 
les:s effort than others." The question of '\<Thy this· i ·s so 
remained unanswered, but it is a question being considered 
by this study"~ 
Unpublished work~ "The .Journal of Re:s:earch in Music 
Education" published· a list oi' GVer 2,000 theses:, reported 
for the years 1949.:.1956, from sev:-enty.:.five participating 
colleges · in the United States~ (7) Forty of thes-e theses 
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dealt with the violin problem~ Investigation was made of 
materials, methods, evaluations, technic, surveys, histories, 
re:c-ommended programs, rote methods, terminology, motivat ions, 
instrument construction, and interesf~ Only one study con.:. 
sidered the physical factor of violin playing. This study 
employed the use af a stroboscope to relate the influence of 
pressure and velocity of the bmv on intonation-~ Four addi-
tional studies considered the area of physiological develop-
ment as a fact0r afferrting the playing of musical instrn.:. 
ments; these vrere of no aid to this study because the four 
theses dealt vrlth tongue agility and motibility as related 
to tongue length, hand length and height~ 
Many of the studies did help to establish some of the 
main reasnns for the lack of string players~ What were some 
of the re:asons? 
~ Q! interest: In the results of a survey of 
public schools in the Ne'\lr England area, interest was listed 
as~ one of the tvro major reasons for "drop:.outsn among all 
students: of instrumental clas~ses ~ . The condition was not pe-
culiar to strings alone, but a higher percentage of "drop~ 
outs" were reported for violins. It could be ass1.1med that 
the interest factor affected a greater number of violin 
students· than those studying other instruments~ The spec{.:. 
fie number of "drop-outs'' was not revealed in the survey, 
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but the percentage:: 1.q-as . stated as.; being higher than the av~r­
age o:f 13~6 per cent for all instrumental 11drop::.outs 11 in 
s:chool instrumental classes. With a smaller number of 
string students and a higher rate of students disaontinuing, 
the perc:entage was probably nearer to forty per cent, as re:.:. 
vealed by/ the results af the instrumental classes de,s:cribed 
in the study. (11) 
Yn a study by Margaret Allen, of the correlation be: 
tween interest and success, proof was submitted to support a 
high degree o:f correlation between an expressed interest and 
success ih that chosen area-~ (1) 
Incapable teachers. A report to the Music Teachers' 
National Association Annual Convention in 1948, by Gilbert 
Waller, includerr the: results of a study that revealed with::. 
out exception that schools which maintained bands, but no 
orchestras, were staffed vTi th instrumental teachers ·who 
either had very l 'i ttle string training or training o:f such 
poor quality,r that it wa$ useless to them. (10) 
Incapable teachers and teaching technics was also 
given as a cause, but not a major cause of "drop-outs" in 
another study of enrollment mortality causes in grade 
schools-~ (6:15) 
The tendency seemed to show that teachers and direc:.:. 
tors· of music feeling an inadequacy in the string area did 
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not even attempt to develop a string program. In the Music 
Educators National Conference Report exampJ,es were c ited to 
sholv that, "Many music direct:ors who 'tvere not strong i n 
strings have been ingenious to ehlist the help of local p:ri:.:. 
vate violin and celJLo- teachers-~" (19:2) The report ex-
pressed the opinion that the lack of specialization or pre:.:. 
paration in the string ffeld by a music director should nat 
automatia:ally eliminate; an orchestra pro-gram; it d~d report 
that the:: be:st orchestra programs flourished in school sys::. 
tems where the music director had some knovrledge of strings 
and- a sympathy for the problems involved~-
Faulty 'instruments-~ Seventy:. seven per cent o-r the 
cases reported in a study, encompassing over five: hundred 
schools from 39 of the 48 states,: e:x:pre:ss_ed the opinion that 
the construction of violins influenced the interest and 
progress: of students studying violin-~. (18:61) The dimen: 
sions- considered 'tvere those of (1) string length, (2) neck 
length, (3) center position oi' the bridge, and (4) t he 
button-~ All the dimensions considered, exc'ept the last, 
were reported as having a direct influence upon interest 
and progress. 
~ Qf. parental ·co:.:operation-~ This reaS<m is per-
haps most familiar to all teachers-~ In the survey of per-
centages and caus-es of enrollment mortality, almost every 
returned qu<?stionnaire expressed a belief that the lack of 
parental co::.operation vras : an underlying cause of a great 
number of "drop::.outs-~ '' (6 :15) 
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Improper method in the selection .Qf students~ The 
same:: study reporting lac-k of parental co.:..operation listed as 
the second major cause of enrollment mortality, "the inabil:.:. 
ity ~ the students to do the work necessary to p-lay the 
vio-lin-~ u (6:15) It was recommended that a better means of 
screening applicants for all instrumental instruction be em:.:. 
pl'oyed~ 
Intelligence::' and musical aptitude. In addition to-
musical aptitude and the ever present consideration of in~ 
t:erest, intelligence and scholastic achievement were offered 
as considerations by Dr-~ Verrie R-~ Ross-~ His study to Cfeter::. 
mine the relationship between intelligence, scholastic a:.:. 
chievement and musical talent found that a deficiency in mu:.:. 
sicr.al talent had a definite relation to inferiority in in;;. 
telligence and achievemerif~ Dr-~ Ross also found that in 
scholastic achievement t he poor group 0_-f students did not 
fal3 as far below the average as the superior group ran a.:.. 
bove the average~ The folJlo'li·;ing as stunption was dravm from 
the study: "Students \vith musical talent will progress at a 
rate corresponding to the level of their interest and schol::. 
astic ability relationships-~" (16:622;;,634) 
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A comparison of the areas studied in the unpublished 
reports with the areas considered in the national report of 
the Music Educators National Conference showed that the de-
tails in the unpublished reports coincided with those of the 
national report~ 
The fact that the :Music Educators National· Conference 
reported considerable improvement in the number of string 
programs- started in the last few..· years reflects the effect: 
iveness:: o~ the campaign to improve the orchestra programs in 
our schools ·~ There rs· stili a need for additional research 
before the orchestra programs vdll attain their proper place 
in our schools. The additional research and study should be 
directed toward areas other than those already investigated. 
CHAPTER V 
PHYSTOLOGICA:C DATA 
Eimitation of research~. Much of the physiological 
data c:onsidered most impo-rtant to this study was:-. unobtain:. 
able~ The desired data included a growth index of eaeh 
specific muscle, ;. ligament, and tendon in the left hand and 
~1rist of children between the ages of eight and twelve. 
It was discovered during the study that to date there has 
been no available means of obtaining and recording the de·: 
sired information.. The reason for the difficulty in obtain:.:. 
ing such a growth inde~became obvious after research into 
the problem. Muscrles do not operate. singly; but in pairs 
and in groups and are dependent for activity or movement on 
other factors : such as nerve supply, response o:f nerve end::.. 
ings, c:onnective tendons and ligaments to bone, and the de:. 
velopment of bone structure (ossificationf~ (Jl.5:11) Elec·.:. 
tromY,:,ography, ox the recording of electric phenomena occur._ 
ing in muscles during contraction, i 's · a new method discovered 
for measuring and recording the action of muscles or parts 
of a muscle-~ This method, however, does not measure the 
growth of the mus:cles:e (13: 23) 
Unable to find the growth of individual parts within 
the left hand and wrist, it became necessary to use another 
type oi' investigation into the growth p:att:erns· ai" children-~ 
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The presentation of the physiological data selected 
was aimed at focusing attention on the complexity of even 
such a Iimited part of the .. anatomy as that of the le:rt hand 
and 1-rris t~ 
Physiologicral groupings. The names, locations, 
growth and relation of the bones in the Ie:rt hand, wrist, and 
arm are sho~m in Figures 3~7, pages 4o~43, and Figures 12~14, 
pages 43: 5o: Tendon$ and ligaments are sho~m in Figures 8 
and 9, pages ~ and 45, and Figures 11~14, pages 47~50~ Mus~ 
cles affecting the area of investigation are shown in Fig~ 
ures 10 and 11, pages 46 and 47, and Figures 15~18, pages 
51~ 54~ 
Muscles. 11A muscle is:. an elastic body~ Af'ter 
stretching, twisting, and sque:ezing, it returns to its o.rig~ 
inal length and shape. As in any elastic body, muscle in.:. 
creas:es in elasticity after a fev1r preliminary stretchings. n 
(13:12) This latter factor presented another reason for 
al]~Ting each chiQd a trial test before recording the re~ 
suits · of the test. 
There are three types of muscles, (1) voluntary, (2) 
involuntary, and (3) cardiac muscles of the heart and smoo~th 
muscles of the intestine~ Muscles under the control 0-f the 
-,;v.ill, like those of the ] imbs, are known as voluntary; the 
others, like those of the bowel, are involuntary~ 
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Muscles are the organs o~ voluntary motion and by 
contraction move the various parts o£ the body. The energy 
of their contraction is made mechanically effective by means 
of th~ tendons, aponeuroses, and fasciae which secure the 
ends of the muscles and controi the direction of their pull~ 
They are the dark reddish masses that are popularly known as 
flesh and account for approximately forty per cent of the 
body weight. Figures 15~18, pages 51~~, show that they 
vary greatly in si~e~ 
Dr. Peter Karpovich explained information regarding 
muscular activity which affect the problem being considered 
in this: study~ (13:27:28) 
1~ Reguiar and heavy muscular work tends to thicken 
and toughen the sarcolensm of the muscle fibre and to 
increase the amount of connective tissue 1iithin the 
muscle. 
2. The use of a muscle causes an increase in its 
size-~ 
3-~ The only way to deveJlop the strength 0f' musc:les is 
toc. e~ercise them against gradually increasing resist~ 
ance. 
lr-~ Even though the same method of training is used, _ 
the rapidity and ultimate degree o~ development in dif-
ferent people will be different. 
Muscles are considered part o-:f the skeletol frame.::. 
work o-:f the body; in addition to the framework and within 
the framevmrk, are the organs of the body. Neither organs 
or framework can be effective except in harmonious co-oper~ 
ation, but the requirements laid upon the organs and frame~ 
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vrork are widely different. Both :frame-vmrk and organs must 
be primed, dependable, and ready to function at a moments 
notice, but a latitude is permitted to the framework which 
could not be tolerated in the organs . The framework is per 
mi tted about tvrenty years in -vrhich to grmv to develop its 
:full patentia:li ties of strength. . Tables I-:VI, pages 33:38, 
show some of the gradual development of the framework. 
Table JI shmrs the p-er cent of increa;;s:e in eight different 
traits bet\•Teen the ages of seven, twelve, and seventeen~ 
The tra:i ts considered vrere (1) height, (2) weight, (3) 
breathing capacity, (4) sitting height, (5) girth of chest~ 
(6) strength of right arm, (7): strength of left arm, and (8) 
strength of upp:er back. 
The eight traits considered in Table I were used in 
Table II to show the per cent of final growth at seventeen 
years of age- that has been atta~ned at seven and twelve 
years of age .-
The yearly p-er cent of gain in the strength of the 
Ileft arm, rl ght arm, and upper back from ages seven to seven·: 
teen are presented in Table- III ~ 
Throught the entire life of an individua] there are 
changes occurring in the skeleton. Due to the ossification 
of cartil-aginous ends of bones, these changes.- are more ob::. 
vious in childhood . After the adult fe~tures of the bones 
are completed, age changes are-- confined to the texture and 
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to the:; margins: of anticular surfaces~ . Bones begin to-, form 
e:arly in the fetal life and the central portion o:r the sha:rt 
o:r nearly all bones:: is fully ossified att birth-~ 
Table IV, page 36, shows the median number of carpal 
bones of the right wrist for boys and girls from birth to 
seventeen and one:half years of age~ The means of the sums 
of the areas of the carpal bones of boys and girls from 
birth to seventeen years of age i ·s presented in Table V, 
page 37'~ Table VI, page 38, plots the ratio of the mean of 
the sum areas o:r the c:arpal bones for both boys ~ and girls 
from birth to . sevente:en years· of age~ 
Comparison between the amount of development between 
a four day crl d ehild and that of a male adult is shown in a 
sketch of a roentgenogram of the hand and 1-1rist in Figures·; 6 
and 7, page 43. 
Movements Q! the body. Movements of the body are 
produced by muscular action~ Involved in movements are the 
joints or articulations~. Joints are variously classified, 
but the most satisfactory suo::.di:vision fo-llLows the degree 
l 
and variety ' of movement-~ There are three classes of joints, 
(1) synarthroses' or immovable, (2) amphiarphroses or sli ght-
ly moveable, and (3) diathrose~s or freely moveable. Diath:. 
rose-s is the type involved in the wrist, arm and hand~ 
Diathroses articulation is divided into the type of 
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motion p-ermitted by each.. These are (1) ginglymus or hinge-
joint-:elbow·' (2): condyloid articulation:-wrist joint, (3·) 
saddle joint--:carpometacarpa] joint of the thumb, and (4) 
ar_throdia.:.:.:.carpal joints. The kind of ma:vement admitted in 
the joints concerned include all kinds of movement, ex cept::. 
ing circumduction, but including, gliding, flexion, exten~ 
sion, abduction, adduction, rotation, supination, and pr-o-: 
nation. 
The flexibility, development and strength of thes~ 
movements, muscl·es~ and bones develop slo:v1ly _and in the case 
of some, such as the palmaris Iongus muscle, never fully de: 
velop-.. , In approximately one out of ten persons the palmaris 
longus is comp-lle-tely absent. Figure 10, page 46, shC:IWs it 
is the prominent tendon in the middle of the wrist. It can 
be observed when the pallnr of the hand is strongly cupped~ 
Growth patterns:.. Table :r, page 33, shows that of 
eight traits measured for per cent of increase betv1een ages· 
seven, twelve, and seventeen, the greatest per cent of in-
cre-ase occurred in the strength of the arms and the upper 
back of both boys and girls. The per cent of increase ,.;as 
greater in girls for all eight tra~ts between the ages of 
seven and seventeen, but greater for boys in all t.rai ts- be-
tween the ages of twelve and seventeen. (4:162) 
The per cent of final grmvth (for the eight traits 
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considered in Tabl·e I, page 33) and the per cent of grovrth 
bet,veen these- ages are shovm in Table II, page 34~ (4:163) 
The per cent of growth between ages seven and twelve show 
that girl~ gain more of their final growth in all areas than 
do boys~ Hett-reen the ag_es of' t1velve and seventeen, boys 
gain more of their final growth than do girls: ~ It is during 
the: years:: from t'l.velve to seventeen that boys compensate for 
their slovrer developmenf~ Special attention was noted of 
the:: strength o-:f the left arm of both boys and girls. It 
'\'las': found that the per cent of final growth of the left arm 
between both comparisons of age was greater than in all 
other traits considered, except those of the strength of the 
right arm and the strength o-f the upper back-~ Fo2' girls, 
the strength o-:f the left arm was found to- be the trait gain~ 
ing the greatest per cent o-:f final grovnh with only one ex-
ception, strength of the upp:er back between the ages of 
seven and twelve~ 
Table III, page 35, shows the greatest per cent of 
gain for girls, from seven to seventeen years of age, in the 
atrength of the left arm occurs between the ages of eight and 
nine~ This is the age at which many schools start their in.:. 
a.trumental programs. Column three shows:: that the greatest 
yearly gain in the strength o-:f the left arm of boys occur 
between the ages o-f fifteen and sixteen-~ The girls show a 
greater per c:ent o-f gain each year than boys, from age seven 
to twelve~ The boys show a greater per cent of gain from 
age twelve to seventeen. (4:157) 
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The median number of carpal bones of the right -vrrist 
is shovm in Table IV, page 36-~ Information could not be 
obtained foT the median number of carpal bones for the left 
wrist, but for the purpose of this study the information 
for the rigllt' wrist sufficed-~ . Comparing the last columns of 
figures- for boys :with girls it was found that girls have a 
greater number of carpal bones developed from age one to age 
seven. From ages seven to ten and one-:.:.half years of age, 
the number of cmrpai _ bones were the same for both boys and 
girls:~ During the folm.owing year (ten and one:.:. half to e-:.:. 
leven and one.:.half years of age) the girls once: again showed 
a median number of bones greater than did boys= by one-~ 
From age eleven and one.:.half to seventeen the, med~an number 
was again equal for both boys. and girls-~ (5:31) 
Table v, page 37, shows that girls have a greater 
total area of carpal bone development than do boys to the 
age of eight~ After equalizing the total area at age eight, 
the boyp fall behind the girls in_development until the age 
of ten~ From age ten to-- eleven the mean area for both boys 
and girls is the same; during the last half of the eleventh 
year tha girls increase in total mean area to the thirteenth 
year~. From the last half of age thirteen boys increase the 
mean area of development an~maintain a greater mean area 
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of' carpal bones:· than do girls to age seventeen-. ( 5:33) 
Table VI, page 38, very clearly sho'\'Ts the per cent of 
yearly increase in the mean of the sum areas of the carnal 
bones of' girls is. much greater than that of boys to age six::. 
teen~ 
A brief recapitulation of some of the gro1vth patterns 
indicates the following: 
1. Girls hav.e completed at seven years of age a h:iJgher 
per cent of their final development (at s-eventeen years of 
age) than have boys; in each of the eight physical traits. 
studied-~ These traits included (1) height, (2) weight , (3) 
breathing capacity, (4) sitting height, (5) girth of che·st, 
(6) strength of right arm, (7) strength of left arm, and (8) 
strength of upper back~ 
2-~ Girls gain, between seven and twelve: years_. of' age , 
a greater per cent of their final growth in all of the eight 
phys:ical traits'. studJ..ed~ 
3~ Between the ages of twelve and seventeen, girls 
gain a higher per cent than boys in sitting height, chest 
girth, s~trength of right arm, strength or· left arm, and 
s:trength of upper back. 
4~ Both boys~ and girls; gain a higher per cent of 
development from age twelve to s:eventeen in the physical 
traits of weight and breathing capacity~ 
5. Girls at seven years of age have reached a stage 
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"· o~ development considerably in advance of boys; girls con-
tinue this lead in all phases of grm·rth~ A tw·.elve year crld 
girl is as far advanced toward her final growth at seventeen 
as a fourteen year old boy~ 
6~ Girls grmv more proportionaliy than boys from sev-
en to twelve years of age in all of the physical traits 
studied excepting the eighth trait:.-strength of the upper 
back~. 
i~ Boys grow more proportionally than giris from 
tvrel ve to seventeen years of age in all crf" the eight physi:. 
cal traits. 
TABLE I 
PER CENT OF INCREASE BETVJEEN 7 ~ 12, AND 17 
YEARS OF AGE (4 :162J 
TRAITS AT 12 A~' 17 BETWEEN 
YRS. YRS. 7 AND 12 
YRS. 
Height Boys 119 142 19 
Girls 121 135 21 
Weight Boys 155 259 55 
Girls 167 245 67 
Breathing Boys 168 314 68 
Capacity Girls 174 254 74 
Sitting Boys 113 134 13 
Height Girls 115 130 15 
Girth o-f Boys 116 146 16 
Chest Girls 121 141 21 
Strength Boys: · 189 360 89 
of Girls 196 287 99 
Right Arm 
Strength Boys 182 339 82 
of Girls 207 297 107 
Left Arm 
strength Boys 236 502 136 
of Girls 231 354 131 
Upper Back 
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BETWEEN 
12 AND 17 
YRS. 
i~ 
104 
78 
146 
80 
21 
15 
30 
20 
171 
91 
157 
90 
266 
123 
TABLE II 
PER CEN"T OF FINAL GROVJTH AT 17 YEARS OF AGE 
THAT HA.S BEEN" ATTAINED AT 7 AND 12 
YEARS OF AGE (4:163) 
TRAITS Al' 7 AT 12 BET\A/Elillf 
YRS. YRS. 7 AND 12 
YRS. 
Height Boys 70.3% 83 . 8% 13.5% 
Girls 74. 2 90.0 15.8 
Weight Boys ~·7 60.-1 21.4 Girls . • 9 68~2 27. 3 
Breathing Boys 31.9 53 . 7 21.8 
Capacity Girls 39. 3 68 . 3 29 . 0 
Sitting Boys 74. 5 814.5 10. 0 
Height Girls 77.0 88 . 6 11.6 
Girth of Boys 68.6 79~7 11.1 
Chest Girls 70.8 85. 5 14.7 
Strength Boys 27.8 52.~ 27~4 
of Girls 34 •. 9 68. 33 . 5 
Right Arm 
Strength Boys 29 . 5 53 . 7 24. 2 
of Girls 33 . 7 69. 9 36.2 
Left Arm 
Strength Boys 19.9 47 .1 27.2 
of Girls 28.3 65.3 37.0 
Upper Back 
BET\VEEN 
12 AND 17 
YRS. 
16.2% 
10. 0 
39.9 
31~8 
46.3 
31.7 
15.5 
11.4 
20.3 
14.5 
47.5 
31.6 
46.3 
30.1 
52~9 
34.7 
AGES 
7-8 
8-9 
9-10 
10-11 
11-12 
12~13 
13-14 
14.:.15 
15-16 
16-17 
TABLE III 
YEARLY PER CENT OF GAIN FROH 7 TO 17 
YEARS OF AGE (4:157) 
STRENGTH OF STRENGTH OF 
RIGHT ARM LEFT ARM (IN KILOGHAMS) (IN KILOGRAMS) 
Boys 17.5 17.4 
Girls 17.8 17.8 
Boys 19.7 17.1 
Girls 20.3 23.1 
Boys 11.5 I2.5 
Girls . 15.9 17.7 
Boys 10.2 9.5 
Girls 8.2 10.9 
Boys 9.1 7.3 
Girls 10.0 9.3 
Boys 16.6 14.6 
Girls 14.6 12.2 
Boys 9.~ 14.7 Girls 11. 10.6 
Boys 15.4 13.4 
Girls 8.0 8.9 
Boys 19.0 18.0 
Girls 6.2 6.0 
Boys 8.6 5.5 
Girls 0.3 0.2 
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STRENGTH OF 
UPPER BACK 
(IN KILOGRAMS) 
21.4 
19.5 
26~ 3 
20~8 
16.9 
24.0 
15.7 
13.4 
13.7 
13.7 
21.0 
15.5 
13.6 
13.6 
16.0 
10.3 
17.8 
5.6 
12.8 
o.o 
TABLE IV 
HEDI.AN NUMBER OF CARPAL BONES OF TEE RIGHT 
1tJRIST ACCORDING TO TEE AGE AND SEX 
OF CHILDREN (5:31) 
AGE. ~U? :z ~ fo\EOit\N 
~ "' Cit:: ~ 01 C/'1 
"' 
$ IIIII o!lf NVMI3£Q. l 'i ... <101 ~ VI :! Ill C,..RI'IIL .c. ~ w>-11.1 () ,.. Ill 0 ol '$ .. liaoH~S 
>- t a >- ~ 
"' 
< oJ < 
Boys· 
Birth to: 5-29 4o 1 
6-0 · to 11-29 35 2 
1-0-0 to 1- 5-29 17 2 
1-6-0 to 2- 5-29 2 16 2 
2-6-0 to ~- 5-29 ~ · 22 3 ~-6-0 to - 5-29 27 ~ -6-0 to 5- 5-29 5 ~i 5-6-0 to 6- 5-29 6 5 
6-6-0 to 7- 5-29 7 45 7 
7-6-0 to 8- 5-29 8 49 7 
8-6-0 to 9- 5-29 9 32 7 
9-6-0 to 10- 5-29 10 ~ 7 10-6-0 to 11- 5-29 11 7 
11-6-0 to 17- 5-29 195 8 
Girls 
Birth to 5-29 18 1 
6-0 to 11~29 21 2 
1-0-0 to 1- 5-29 15 3 1~6-0 to 2~ 5-29 2 15 3 
2-6-0 to . ~: 5-29 ~ 26 ~ ~-6~0 to: l - 5-29 ~~ -6-0 to:> 5- 5-29 5 7 
5-6-0 to 6.:. 5~29 6 41 7 
6~6-0 to 7.:. 5.:.29 7 37 7 
7-6-0 to 8: 5.:.29 8 30 7 8-6~ to 9~ 5.:.29 9 29 7 
9-6-0 to 10: 5.:.29 10 30 7 
lo-6.:.o to 11: 5~29 11 36 8 
11-6-0 to 17- 5-29 158 8 
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TABLE V 
l-1EAN S OF THE SUNS OF THE AREAS OF THE CARPAL 
BONES OF THE BOYS AND GIRLS 
ACCORDING TO AGE (5:33) 
Area 
sq. Mm. 
- Boys I 
- Girls v 
J 
I 
v 
/ 
1900 
1800 
1700 
1600 
1500 
11f-OO ~ v ' v 
1300 
1200 
1100 
1000 
900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
4oo 
300 
200 
100 
0 
~ 
/ 
J [/ 
£. v 
I~ ~ ~=""' 
~--""' 
~7 
f/ 
~ 
I 
/ 
) ~ 
lj 
h I 
A II' 
r/ 
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Age, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Years 
.... 
TABLE VI 
RATIO OF THE MEAN OF THE SUM OF THE AREAS OF THE 
CARPAL BONES AT VARIOUS AGES TO THE MEAN OF 
THE SUM OF THE AREAS OF THE BONES AT 
SEVENTEEN YEARS ACCORDING 
Gain, 
Per cent 
100 
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CHAPTER VI 
TES:T RESULTS 
The: accumulated data and results of the experiment 
are presented by a series of Tiables~ Thes-:e TabJl.es: present 
the measurement crf the strength factor involved in the flex::. 
ion and extension movements of the left hand and wrist for 
study,~ comparison, and conclusions~ 
Of the one hundred fifty children tested, ten could 
not be considered because, (.1) of the inability on the part 
of the tester to prevent the arms of four children from 
moving during the tests, (2) age beyond the twelfth birthday 
had been reached, ~:3) one child had been retarded, and (lr) 
tw.o children had pTeviously studied violin, but were no 
longer studying the instrument~ The number of children to 
be considered 11as reduc-ed to one hundred forty~, :Fn the five 
schools used for testing, i ;t '\>ras found that ninety.:.fi ve per 
cent of the children studying violin were girls. Al] the 
sahoo]s involved had large band programs~ It was; only pos::. 
sibie to- obtain fifty-.:.five violin students for the testing~­
The balance o~ eighty:five children tested had no prior ex-
perience on violin, although many express-ed a desire to 
study- the instrument~ 
As a result of the pilot study: and the decision to 
record the data obtained from two tests of fliexi·on and ex-
56 
tension of the left hand, a table of the different results: 
' 
for each of the tests was prepared~, Table VIT, p:age 57, 
shows that sixty.:.eight children (48.57 per cent) had ex".:. 
actly the same strength reading for Test 1 and 2 for flex.:. 
ion of the left hand~. The twenty children showing a great.:. 
er strength on Test 1 represented only 14-~ 29 per cent o.f the 
children tested~ Test 2 for .fle:rlon reflected a higher 
reading .for .fi.fty.:.two (37-~14 per cent) o.f the children 
tested. 
The actual strength readings show that o.f the twenty 
children with a higher reading for Test 1, seven gained by a 
difference o.f 0-~1250 lbs., eleven a stronger reading o-f 
0~2500 lbs~, and only two a stronger reading by 0~5000 lbs~ 
Of the fi.fty:two children shmving .flexion stronger .for Test 
2, thirty.:.five showed a stronger reading by 0~1250 lbs., 
.fourteen byr 0-~0625 lbs •. , and one by 0~ 7500 lbs. 
On page 58, Table VIII presents:: the data for the op".:. 
posing movement o.f the left hand, that of extension-~. It 
should be o-bs:erved that approximately the same number o.f 
children showed results similiar t o those for flexion. 
S'ixty:six (47~14 per cent ) o-f the children tested for ex.:. 
tension had the same reading .for Tests 1 and 2~ The 
strength o.f Test 1 was greater in twenty.:.two cases (15~71 
per cent). As in the test .for .flexion, the second hi·ghes:.t 
number o.f children (37~14 per cent) gained a higher test 
FLEXION 
THE1 SAME 
FOR TESTS 
1 A._WD 2 
TEST 1 OF 
FEEXION 
STRONGER 
THAN TEST 
2 
TEST 2 OF 
FLEXION 
STRONGER 
THAN TEST 
1 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN SHO\viNG DIFFERENT RESULTS 
FOR TESTS 1 AND 2 OF FLEXION OF THE 
LEFT HAND, BY AGE*AND . SEX 
AGE 8 AGE 9 AGE 10 AGE 11 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
8 12 10 18 4 8 2 6 
2 2 4 0 2 6 0 4 
2 8 6 20 2 4 2 8 
57 
TOTAL 
NUMBER 
68 
20 
52 
*Ihcluded in the age are children from the given year to 
11 months 29 days of that same year. 
EXTENSION 
THE SAME 
FOR TESTS 
1 AND 2 
TEST 1 OF 
EXTEN"SION 
STRONGER 
THAN TEST 
2 
TEST 2 OF" 
EXTENSION 
STRONGER 
THAN TEST 
1 
TABLE VIII 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN SHOWING DIFFERENT RESULTS 
FOR TESTS 1 AND 2 OF EXTENSION OF 
THE LEFT BAND, BY AGE*AND SEX 
AGE 8 AGE 9 AGE 10 AGE 11 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
8 6 11 19 4 8 4 6 
0 6 2 8 0 4 o · 2 
4 10 8 12 2 6 0 10 
58 
TOTAL 
NUMBER 
66 
22 
52· 
*Included in the age- for any given year are children to 
11 months 29 days of that same year. 
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reading for Test 2 of extension. 
Actual readings for strength of extension shovred that 
of the twenty-:.:. two-· children with a higher reading for Test 1, 
ten showed' a stronger difference by 0~1250 lbs. and tw.elve 
shm·red a stronger difference by 0.2500 lbs. Of the fifty-
two shovTing a stronger reading for Test 2 of extension 
strength of the left hand and viTist, seventeen were stronger 
by 6~1250 lbs -~, t"t-Tenty.:..nine by 0.2500 lbs., two by 0.0625 
lbs., two stronger by 0.3750 lbs., and two by 0.5000 lbs~ 
The findings of Dr. Peter Karpovich that the musc-les, 
being an elastic body, would increase in elasticity after 
preliminary stretchings, was reflected by a large number of 
children recording a greater amount of strength on the 
second tests. (13:12) 
Table IDC, page 60, was prr-epared to present, by age, 
the number of children sho1dng varying strengths between 
flexion and extension of the left hand and wrist.. This 
Table shows:, that the majority of children have a greater 
strength in either flexion or extension~ Only t·welve (8-~06 
per cent) recorded the same strength for both movements. 
These twelve cases were confined to ages eight and nine; 
none 1vere found in the age groups ten to twelve. 
A Iarger number of children ( 5i~86 per cent) shovred 
a greater strength measurement for flexion than extension; 
extension vtas stronger in 38-~ 57 per cent of the children 
FLEXION -
STRONGER 
THAN 
EXTENSIOW 
EXTENSION 
STRONGER 
THAN 
FLEXION 
SAME 
STRENGTH 
FOR 
FLEXION 
AND 
EXTENSION 
TABLE IX 
NUNBERS OF CHILDREN SHOVliNG VARYING STRENGTH 
BETWEEN FLEXION AND EXTENSION OF THE 
LEFT HAND, BY AGE* 
AGE 8 AGE 9 AGE 10 AGE 11 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
4 12 8 26 0 12 2 10 
2 8 10 10 8 6 2 8 
6 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
60 
TOTAL 
NUNBER 
74 
12 
*Included' in the age for any given year are children to-
ll months 29 days of that same year. 
teste&~ Only 8~57 per cent of the children recorded the 
same strength for both flexion and extension~ 
61 
Tables X-XVI are concerned ~dth data taken from the 
cards of children studying violin-~ It should be noted here 
that all children involved in this testing were instructed 
in groups. 
Table x, page 62, .. sho'\'TS the . strength for flexion gen-
erally increas·es: with the length o:f ihstruct±ion-~ This is 
similarly"true of the extension s.trength, shown in TabJl.e XI, 
page-, 63-~ 
Comparison o:f Table:: X and: XI are shovm on ~able: XII, 
page 64. This ~able showm that with only orre exception the 
extension average strength is lo~rer than that of flexion-~ 
The higher reading for extension occurs in the group studying 
from one year to one year and six: months~, This precedes a 
very decided increase in the strength of both flexion and 
extension muscles of the one and one-half to- two year study 
group. The Table also shows the difference between the two 
movements of flexion and extension i 's greatest in the group 
playing violin the longest period of time~ 
Age as an element to be considered, in addition to 
years of study, rs presented for the flexion experiment 
on T.able XIII, p-age 66. Wide variation exists· in· the age 
group ten tcr eleven~ The length o:f instruction does. not 
appear to be the reason for the wide difference. Reading 
62 
TABLE X 
AVERAGE STRENGTH OF FLEXION OF THE LEFT HAND 
FOR CHILDREN STUDYING VIOLIN, 
BY LENGTH OF STUDY 
LENGTH OF STUDY NUMBER OF CHILDREN TESTED AVERAGE* 
1 to 6 months 7 1.3750 
6 mos. to 1 yr. 0 
-------
1 yr. to 1 yr. 6 mos. 23 1.1752 
1 , yr. 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 6 2.3125' 
2 yrs. to 2 yrs. 6 mos. 13 1.9750 
2 yrs. 6 mos. to 3 yrs. 0 
------
3 yrs. to~ 3 yrs. 6 mos. 6 2-~,1250 
*An initial tension of .)000 was exerted on the s~ale 
before test •. 
63 
TABLE XI 
AVERAGE STRENGTH OF EXTE!.'ISION OF THE LEFT HAND 
FOR CHILDREN STUDYING VIOLIN 
BY LENGTH OF STUDY 
LE!.'IGTH OF STUDY NUMBER OF CHILDREN TESTED AVERAGE* 
1 to 6 months 7 1.2708 
6 mO.'S• to 1 yr. 0 
--------
1 yr. to 1 yr. 6 mos ., 23 1. 5138 
1 yr. 6 mos . to 2 yrs. 6 2.,0000 
2 yrs. to 2 yrs. 6 mos •. 13 1.7000 
2 yrs. 6 mos. to 3 yrs. 0 
------
3 yrs. to 3 yrs. 6 mos. 6 1.8750 
*An initial tension of .5000 was· exerted on the scale 
before each test. 
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TABLE XIIr 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE STRENGTH OF FLEXION .AND EXTENSION 
OF Ttm LEFT HAND OF CHILDREN STUDYING VIOLIN, 
BY LENGTH OF STUDY 
LENGTH OF STUDY AVERAGE STREiiJ"GTH* DIFFERENCE 
FLEXION EXTENSION 
1 to 6 months 1 . 3750 1.2708 0.1042** 
6 mos. to 1 yr. 
------ ------ -------
1 yr •. to 1 yr. 6 mos. 1 . 1752 1 . 5138 0.3386*** 
1 yr. 6 mos. to 2 yrs . 2.3125 2 . 0000 0.3125** 
2 yrs . to 2· yrs. 6 mos. 1.9750 1.7000 0.2750** 
2 yrs. 6 mos . to 3 yrs. ------ ------ ------
3 yrs . to 3 yrs •. 6 mos. 2.1250 1 . 8750 0.9500** 
*These averages were computed '\vi th an initial tension 
of .5000 being exerted on the scale for each test. 
**Flexion greater by the difference·. 
***Extension greater by the difference·. 
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the columns vertically, from top to bottom, it "\vill be noted 
that it is consistent in a progressive increase in strength 
as the length of study increases. Thi's · :tis·: true of all the 
a:ge groups considered~ 
~able: XIV, page 67, ~esents the opposite movement 
to- that considered in Table XIIL:, that of extension-~ The 
increase in strength for extension is not as consistent with 
instruction as the increase ih strength is fcn- fle-xion~ 
The dif:trerence betvreen the: strength o-f both hand 
movements far children studying v~olin are shown on Table 
XV, page 68. Greater strength far the flex±on motion i :s: 
indicated in (1) one oi' ' tw:o columns at ages nine to ten, (2) 
three of four eolumns at ages ten to- eleven, and (3) three 
of four co-lumns at ages eleven to t'\vel ve-~ The tvm·· group~ngs 
(of three) shovring greater strength fo-r the e!rlension mo.tion 
fall in the one year ta · one and one-:.:.half year instruction 
group. The difference measurement in the strength o-f fle:i:~ 
ion and extension does not progress consistently vriith in::. 
struction·~, 
Table XVI, page 70, once again reflects the greater 
strength of the flexion muscles and movement ih tv10 of the 
three groupings. Reading the column for flexion from top 
to bottom, a st:eady ·i:hcr.ease · in strength is shown as age 
increases-~. The extension strength becomes lower '\vi th an 
increase in age. 
TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE STRENGTH FLEXION OF Trffi LEFT R~D OF CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS STUDYING VIOLIN, 
BY LENGTH OF STUDY 
LENGTH OF STUDY AVERAGE STR~~GTH* 
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AGE 9-10 AGE 10:11 AGE 11;;,.12 
1 mos. to 6 mos. 1. 5000 1.2500 1.3750 
6 mos. to 1 yr. 
------ ------ --------
1 yr. to 1 yr. 6 mos. 1.9583 1.2812 1.7187 
1 yr. 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 
------
2.3125 
------
2 yrs. to 2 yrs. 6 mos. ..,. ____ ... 2.5000 1.8437 
2 yrs. 6 mos. to 3 yrs. 
------ ------ ------
3 yrs. to 3 yrs. 6 mos. 
------- ------
2~6250 
*These averages 1vere computed with an initial tension 
of 0.5000 being exerted on the scale for each test. 
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TABLE XIV 
AVERAGE STRENGTH EXTENSION OF THE LEFT HAND OF CHILDREN 
ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS STUDYING VIOLIN, . 
BY LENGTH OF STUDY 
LENGTH OF STUDY AVERAGE STRENGTH* 
AGE 9.:..10 AGE 10.:.11 AGE 11-12 
1 mos. to 6 mos. 1.7500 1.0000 1.0925 
6 mos. to 1 yr. 
------
_____ ... 
------
1 yr. to:' 1 yr. 6 mos. 1.9166 1. 5312 1.9375 
1 yr. 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 
------
2.0000 
------
2 yrs. to 2 yrs. 6 mos. 
------
1.2500 1. 5937 
2 yrs. 6 mos. to 3 yrs. ------ ------ ------
3 yrs. to 3 yrs. 6 mos. 
------ ------
2.50000 
*These averages were computed with an initi~l tension 
o~ 0.5000 being exerted on the scale ~or each test. 
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TABLE XV 
DIFFERENCE BETIJEEN THE STRENGTH OF FLEXION AND EXTENSION 
OF THE LEFT HAND OF CHILDREN BY AGE 
AND LENGTH OF VIOLIN STUDY 
LENGTH OF STUDY AVERAGE* 
AGE 9-10 AGE 10:.;.11 AGE 11 -12 
1 mo-s • to 6 mos. 0.2500*** 0.2500** 0.2625** 
. 6 mos. to 1 yr. 
-------- ------ ------
1 yr. to 1 yr. 6 mos. 0.0417** 0.2500*** 0.2188*** 
1 yr. 6 mos. to 2 yrs. 
------
0.3125** 
------
2 yrs. to 2 yrs. 6 mos. 
------
1.2500** o. 2500** 
2 yrs. 6 mos. to 3 yrs. ------ ------ -------
3 yrs. to 3 yrs. 6 mos. 
------· ------ 0.1250** 
*These averages were computed with an initial tension 
of 0.5000 being exerted' on the scale for each test. 
**Flexion greater by the difference. 
***Extension greater by the difference. 
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The strength difference o~ the extension muscles, in 
the one grouv ih which it is stronger, is not as strong as 
the strength difference is in each of the tvm groups in 
which the flexion muscles are stronger-~ 
An average strength of 1-~ 8186 1 bs. was arrived at for 
all groups under flexion-~ . The lovrest flexion reading .for 
any child vTas 1~ 2500 lbs.; the highest reading was 2~ 7500 
lbs-~ The lm·rest extension reading .for any child ih the four 
groups was 1~000 lbs.. A reading of i~8750 was recarded .for 
the child having the highest extension strength~- The aver.:. 
age strength .for the .four groupings was 1~6066~ 
The average strength and differences data of left 
hand .flexion and extension are presented in Tabl.e XVI, page 
70, .foT children studying violin~ 
The average strength differences betvreen left hand 
.flexion and extension of children having n~violin instru~t~ 
ion i ·s · presented on Table XVII, page 71: 
In arriving at the averages .for .flexion, .for Table 
XVII, ~ thel0west strength reading for consideration was 
0:7500 lbs . A high reading oi' 2~7500 was recorded .for .flex~ 
ion~ No consistent rise or .fall could be located- in the 
average: s·trength col1.1mn .for .flexion-~ 
.. , 
The Iovte-st extension strength reading .for a non._ 
p-Iay;ihg student w:as~ 0-~ 7500 lbs-~ and the highest 2·~ 7500-~ .An 
average for the four groupings, crf extension strangth, was 
T.t\BLE XVI 
AVERAGE STRENGTH* AND DIFFERENCE BETVJEEN 
LEFT HAND FLEXION .AND EXTENSION BY 
AGE OF CHILDREN STUDYING VI OLIN 
AVERAGE AVERAGE 
AGE ND. TESTED FLEXION EXTENSION DIFFERENCE 
9-10 yrs. 16 1 . 7292 1 . 8333 0. 1041*** 
10-11 yrs . 19 1 . 8359 1 . 4453 0.3906** 
11.:.12 yrs. 20 1.8906 1 . 5412 0.3494** 
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*These averages '\·Tere computed with an ini tia1 tension 
of 0. 5000 being exerted on the scale f or each test. 
**Flexion greater by the difference~. 
***Extension greater by the difference. 
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TABLE XVII 
AVERAGE STRENGTH* AND DIFFERENCE BETiiJEEI~ LEFT 
HAND FLEXION AND EXTENSION BY AGE OF 
CHILDREN NOT STUDYING VIOLIN 
AGE NO. TESTED AVERAGE AVERl~.GE DIFFERENCE 
FLEXION EXTENSION 
8-9 yrs. 34 1~5620 1.5367 0.0253** 
9-10 yrs. 42 1.8550 1.7550 0.1000** 
lO-ll yrs. 7 1.2500 1.6000 0.3500*** 
11-12 yrs. 2 1.4166 1.1250 0.2916** 
*These averages were computed vli th an initial tension 
of 0.5000 being exerted on the scale for each test. 
**Flexion greater by the difference. 
***Extension greater by the difference. 
?2 
11.able XVIII, pnge 73, presents a comparison of the 
strength difference, by age, of flexion and extension of the 
left hand and wrist between children studying violin and 
those not $tlldying violin~ 
A greater strength oi.' flexion was recorded for child~ 
ren studying violin in the:: age groups ten to eleven and 
eleven to twelvec, but not jjn the age group nihe: tcr ten~ The 
stronger . strength difference for the. non::.stlldy group· (in-. the 
age · group nine to-· ten) was; mrt as: great as the strength di f::. 
feTences record'ed in· favo-r of the s:tudy:;r group~ 
The: average strength differenc:e for extension shovrs 
a higher reading for the group studying violin in the age 
group nine to ten and eleven tO' tvtel ve; a higher reading i ·s 
shovm far the nort.;:,study group ih the ten to eJJeven age 
. , 
group. 
Table XIX, page 74, presents a comparison of the av~ 
erage differences (taken from the last column o·f Tables XVI 
and XVII) of flexion and extension of the left hand Gf. the 
children studying violin with those children not s:tudying 
violin-~ 
The difference in strength favors the children study~ 
ing violin in the ag;e groups . ten to~ · eleven and eleven to· 
twelve, but the s t rength difference is3 greater for t he non-::.. 
atudy group at . ages nine to: ten. 
' . 
TABLE A.'VI I I 
COMPARISON OF STRENGTH AND DIFFERENCE BETvJEEN FLETI OU 
AND EXTENSION OF THE LEFT HAND BY AGE OF 
CHILDREN STUDYING VIOLIN WITH 
CHILDREN NOT STUDYING VIOLIN 
73 
AGE GROUP AVERAGE FLETION* AVERAGE EXTENSION* 
.)1 
.J:I 2 ul 2 ~ ,. v 
z ~ .... z~ -;a.l)' :z ~~ '2 \I& ':;I ~ ~.~~, \1& :> Ul 
..,%'% ~~! " - 2 011-~ " ~>-- Ill Cl~- ~ln:j 
"" 
go..l .J, .J ~ ... .J u.. 
:!)0 ;:~g ~ -, 0 ~ ~ ~ 
"' ::.- - A s.,.- 'II%> , ...,.,. > v~> \1111> (J 
9:.:.10 yrs. 1 . 7292 1 . 8550 0.1258*** 1 ~ 8333 1 . 7550 0.0783** 
10:.:.11 yrs. 1 . 8359 1 . 2500 0. 5859** 1 . 4453 1 . 6000 0.1547*** 
11-12 yrs. 1 . 8906 1.4166 o.4740** 1 . 5412 1 . 1250 o.4162** 
*These averages were computed vri th an initial tension of 
0.5000 being exerted on t he scale for each test. 
**The difference indicated with this symbol represents a 
plus (greater) strength for children having studied violin. 
***The difference indicated with thi s symbol represents a 
plus (greater) strength for children not having studied violin. 
TABLE XIX 
CO}WARISON OF THE AVERAGE DIFFERENCES OF FLEXION lUfD 
EXTENSION OF THE LEFT HAND, BY AGE, BETWEEN 
CHILDREN STUDYING VIOLIN WITH CHILDREN 
NOT STUDYING VIOLIN 
AVERAGE*DIFFERENCE 
Children Studying Children Not 
Violin Studying 
74 
AGE GROUP Violin DIFFERENCE 
9.;.10 yrs. 0.1041*** G.lOOO** o.oo41*** 
10-11 yrs. 0.3906** 0.3500*** 0.0406** 
11-12 yrs. 0.3494** 0.2916** 0.0580** 
*An initial tension of 0.5000 was exerted before 
recording test data for each individual tested. 
**Flexion strength greater. 
***Extension strength greater. 
CHAPTER VIJr 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS~ 
It was the purpos:e oi' this s,tudy to'• (1) determine 
a:ertain physiological justifications which relate to the 
development of the left hand·· and vTrist in the selection of 
violin s.tudents:; and (2") determine the effect and extent of 
flexion and extension of the left hand, as: related to· 
violin playing, among selec·ted children between the ages 
of~ eight and twelve~ 
Data for the .. : study were obtained by (1) investigation 
into- the gro-vrth patterns:; of children, from birth to:: s·even-:.:. 
teen years of age, of eight sellected physical traits; and 
(2) inves·tigatibn of the bones~, tendons,: ligaments,: and 
muscles of the left hand, wrist,: and arm and of their actions-~ 
The experimental portion of this s.tudy included the 
testing of one hundred fifty · boys . and girls, between the 
ages . of eight and twelve,. from five s:.eho:ols in the Gneater 
Boston area. 01' thes:e children, :f'ifty-.:.fi ve had been studying 
violin for periods ranging from one month t® three years and 
s:ix: months~ - All children studying violin w:ere ihstructed in 
violin classes~ The. remaining number of children had no . 
prior experience playing violin-~, 
A tension scale was used t~ measure the strength of' 
the left hand· and vrrist, _ in the movements : :flexion and exten.:. 
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s:ion, to determine the physical development of the left hand 
and 'tll'ist of the children tested-~ 
I. SUHH.ARY 
The physiological data provides the reason for the 
dif'fi·culty i'n measuring individual muscles and tendons~ The 
difficulties are p:res·ent because mus:cles::, . tendons,, ligaments, 
and bone (1) dcr not operate:; indep:endently, but in groups, 
(2) are dependent on fac:tors:.; outside themselves, and (3) in 
the erase of' some individuals, never develop or are completely 
absent-~. ' 
The research establishes the varying degree of devel::. 
opment in individuals·;; the degree: of devero:pment increases 
or decreases at unpredictable stages of growth~ :Despite t he 
variation from one individual tcP another, an average grovrth 
pattern :iis possible~ 
By employing c:ertain types of' activity, specific: 
physical areas can be trained and developed; the limit and 
maximum degree of efficiency will vary from one individual 
tcr another-~ 
The yearly increase o-:f girls in physical development 
is far greater than that of' boys . in many areas-~ This advan:.:. 
ttage; of' girls includes-. the: added strength of the le:rt arm, 
which has; a bas:ic: relationship to~ the s:trength of t he hand 
and wrisf~ . A yearly increase is maintained by girls; to~ 
'lt7 
about twelve years of age; after the age of twelve, the 
yearly increase and degree ~ strength o:f boys exeeeds that 
o:f girls~ 
The pilot s:tudy uncovered the wide range of variation 
"7hich could be: expected ih the flexibility and strength of 
the Ieft hand and wrist"~ It also brought to~ light the need 
for controlling the arm o:f the student being tested. Con~ 
trol of the arm was: needed to prevent it from . going into 
action to support the hand, once the ma.E..mum flexion or 
extension of the hand hadbeen reached. 
Research of related material, suggesting that others 
had considered the physical problem pres:ented by the,· 
11awlnvard u left hand po·si tion, proved negative-~ Thi·'s : would 
soeem to be the:· first attempt at attac-king this: problem~ 
Many studies; have been made af." the violin problem, but only; 
in the realm crf :IDrctors usually c·onsidered~ 
S-election o.i' s:tu.d·emts in the past has: been made: on 
the. basd.s:· af musicral.L aptitude, intelligence and scholastic 
achievement, interest, and enthurlasm after a rtsales:talk-~ n 
The: results~ af these methods hav.e not brought about the 
elimination of the "awkward" poSition p-roblem of the left 
hand~ Some other methods must be employed. 
The test data presents proof that flexion and ex-
tension vary greatly among children~ Results of the tests 
shoW.' that most children (91~94 per cent) have a greater 
strength either in the direction of flexion or in the dir-
ection of eJrtension of the left hand and wrist"~ It presents 
data ta• show.-that those studying violin have: greater 
strength in the flexion of the hand and wrist than exten-
sion. The difference between flexion and extension increases 
with the length of instruction~ Results of te:sts shmv the. 
constancy~ of the average strength difference in favor of 
flexion by individual tests and by comparisons-~ 
II. CONCLUSIONS; 
Physiological data indicates that a search for in-
formation regarding the development of each individual 
mus-cle, tendon, ligament, and bone in the left hand, would 
be of questionable value even if obtainable:~ The parts of 
the skeletal framework do; not op·erate as : seperate entities, 
but in groups. As a result, the measurements of the actions 
(flexion and extension) were best obtained by the test 
method us-ed~ 
Because of the varying degree of individual develop~ 
ment, it would seem logical to test children for the physi.:. 
cal characteristics considered necessary for the study ·or 
violin~ Physicra.l criteria has not been established or con-
sidered in the s~election of students (except in cases: oif 
obvious> physical handicaps). 
Inasmuch as: development in specific physical areas 
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can be increased by exercise, a conclusion could be dravna to 
assume that the le~t hand and wrist could be strengthened 
by specialized exercises. 
On the basis of physiological development, it can be 
concluded that girls should be ready to undertake the study 
o~ violin at an earlier age than boys. 
Results of the tests, although not extensive enough 
to furnish irrevocable proo~, do- show justi~ication~ ~or the 
consideration of the physical development o:f' the Jleft hand 
ih the selection o:f violin students-~ 
From the: test data, it a:a.n be concluded that the 
strength reading for the fleE..on mus:.c"les o-f the left hand 
should be higher than that o~ the extension musclei~. Even 
theo limited testing undertaken can justifY? this:. statement~ 
Childr.en pos:s=essing s,tronger fJJexion movement and muscles 
would normally ~avor the stronger muscles~: and tend to drm·r 
the fingers toward the vrrisf~ Maintaining this· hand posi::. 
tion (which is necessary ~o.r a good violin position) would 
not be as · tiring ~or the stronger ~lexion muscles: as: it 
would be for the weaker extension mus~les~ The tendency 
on the part o-~ stronger extension muscles: would be tcr, draw 
the fingers . backward-~ This backward pull would precipitate 
the "awkward" hand position, particularl'y when the hand 
muscles became tired~ 
A predia:tion, based on the results o~ the test cifata, 
would be that children selected with a higher per cent o~ 
~lexion s:trength than extension strength would be less apt 
to assume the ttawkw.ard" le~t hand position ~or holding the 
violin~ 
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Ba&ed on results obtained ~rom this experiment, a 
recommendation is;made ~or a more intensive investigation o~ 
the fac±ors considered in this study. The results of such 
a study should prove very valuable in establishing some 
physiological eri teria for the s:electi;on of' violin students~ 
The title 'vould then contain the statement, "Physiological 
development o~ the le~t hand and -wrist should be a ~actor 
in the selec:tion o:f violin students." 
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